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The scent of oregano immediately conjures the comforts of Italian food, curry is
synonymous with Indian flavor, and the fire of chili peppers ignites the cuisine of
Latin America. Spices are often the overlooked essentials that define our greatest
eating experiences. In this global history of spices, Fred Czarra tracks the path of
these fundamental ingredients from the trade routes of the ancient world to the
McCormick’s brand’s contemporary domination of the global spice market.

            Focusing on the five premier spices—black pepper, cinnamon, nutmeg,
cloves, and chili pepper—while also relating the story of many others along the
way, Czarra describes how spices have been used in cooking throughout history
and how their spread has influenced regional cuisines around the world. Chili
peppers, for example, migrated west from the Americas with European sailors
and spread rapidly in the Philippines and then to India and the rest of Asia, where
the spice quickly became essential to local cuisines. The chili pepper also
traveled west from India to Hungary, where it eventually became the national
spice—paprika.

            Mixing a wide range of spice fact with fascinating spice fable—such as
giant birds building nests of cinnamon—Czarra details how the spice trade
opened up the first age of globalization, prompting a cross-cultural exchange of
culinary technique and tradition. This savory spice history will enliven any
dinner table conversation—and give that meal an unforgettable dash of
something extra.
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The scent of oregano immediately conjures the comforts of Italian food, curry is synonymous with Indian
flavor, and the fire of chili peppers ignites the cuisine of Latin America. Spices are often the overlooked
essentials that define our greatest eating experiences. In this global history of spices, Fred Czarra tracks the
path of these fundamental ingredients from the trade routes of the ancient world to the McCormick’s brand’s
contemporary domination of the global spice market.

            Focusing on the five premier spices—black pepper, cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves, and chili
pepper—while also relating the story of many others along the way, Czarra describes how spices have been
used in cooking throughout history and how their spread has influenced regional cuisines around the world.
Chili peppers, for example, migrated west from the Americas with European sailors and spread rapidly in the
Philippines and then to India and the rest of Asia, where the spice quickly became essential to local cuisines.
The chili pepper also traveled west from India to Hungary, where it eventually became the national
spice—paprika.

            Mixing a wide range of spice fact with fascinating spice fable—such as giant birds building nests of
cinnamon—Czarra details how the spice trade opened up the first age of globalization, prompting a cross-
cultural exchange of culinary technique and tradition. This savory spice history will enliven any dinner table
conversation—and give that meal an unforgettable dash of something extra.
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
Though his subject is storied and complex, this workmanlike treatment from education and media writer
Czarra is about as satisfying as Oliver Twist's gruel. Emphasizing facts and logistics at the expense of drama,
Czarra offers a chronological study of global journeys taken by spices like cardamom, cinnamon and chili
peppers. The result is more like a textbook than a culinary study; Czarra gets all the dates in but breezes by
any number of human interest stories that could have made for much more compelling reading. While details
regarding chili pepper use by Native Americans in 7,000 BC and ancient spice routes are interesting, far
more instresting are asides on spice-based treatments used to cure Europeans' maladies and the incredible
lore of little-known Chinese explorer Zheng He. Combined with a flat voice and rote delivery, this is a bland
take on a subject that should be anything but. 40 color plates.
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review

"This is a voyage of exotic discovery that will tempt all food lovers. You’ll be transported to paradise islands
where monstrous birds made their nests from cinnamon branches. Cloves were said to come from a hidden
valley and were sold by genies. . . . The exploration for spices was the ancient world’s equivalent of sending
a man to the moon, and Spices: A Global History is a riveting read."
(Mostly Food.com)

"A pocket-sized gem . . . Czarra's step by step guide to spices explaining the origins of spices, where they are
grown and the many and various uses, aside from culinary, to which they are put is riveting."--Asian Affairs

(Asian Affairs)

"This highly readable history of spices traces their origins in the ancient world through to the present day. As
part of Reaktion Books’ Edible series this will appeal to anyone interested in the history of food . . . The
history is engrossing . . . The book is also well illustrated with 58 different images, including 33 in colour.
These include maps, paintings and detailed botanical drawings . . . This title and the entire Edible series are
highly recommended."–Oxford Vegetarians

(Oxford Vegetarians)

About the Author

 Fred Czarrateaches at St. Mary’s College of Maryland. He has published widely in the field of education.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Sarah Ford:

The book Spices: A Global History (Edible) give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You may



use to make your capable more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting stress or having
big problem with the subject. If you can make reading a book Spices: A Global History (Edible) being your
habit, you can get considerably more advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge
about a few or all subjects. You can know everything if you like wide open and read a e-book Spices: A
Global History (Edible). Kinds of book are several. It means that, science guide or encyclopedia or some
others. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Billy Migliore:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the subject Spices: A Global
History (Edible) suitable to you? The particular book was written by popular writer in this era. The book
untitled Spices: A Global History (Edible)is a single of several books that will everyone read now. That book
was inspired many men and women in the world. When you read this book you will enter the new way of
measuring that you ever know just before. The author explained their idea in the simple way, and so all of
people can easily to know the core of this reserve. This book will give you a wide range of information about
this world now. So that you can see the represented of the world with this book.

Tiffany Zamora:

Beside this specific Spices: A Global History (Edible) in your phone, it could give you a way to get more
close to the new knowledge or information. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh
from oven so don't become worry if you feel like an outdated people live in narrow village. It is good thing
to have Spices: A Global History (Edible) because this book offers to you personally readable information.
Do you oftentimes have book but you rarely get what it's exactly about. Oh come on, that would not happen
if you have this with your hand. The Enjoyable set up here cannot be questionable, including treasuring
beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss that? Find this book in addition to read it from today!

Sherry Holsey:

This Spices: A Global History (Edible) is brand-new way for you who has interest to look for some
information mainly because it relief your hunger info. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more
you know otherwise you who still having little bit of digest in reading this Spices: A Global History (Edible)
can be the light food for you because the information inside this kind of book is easy to get by anyone. These
books build itself in the form and that is reachable by anyone, that's why I mean in the e-book web form.
People who think that in e-book form make them feel tired even dizzy this guide is the answer. So you
cannot find any in reading a book especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be
here for anyone. So , don't miss it! Just read this e-book type for your better life as well as knowledge.
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